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Your Organization 

Halton Hills 

Camera Club 

Newsletter 

Halton Hills, Ontario, Canada 

Next HHCC Meeting: 
Wed. Jan. 9th  7pm 

Nov 3-Jan 31—Niagara 

Festival of Lights ,  

Niagara Falls 

Nov 15– Dec23 Toronto 

Christmas Market 

(Distillery  District) 

Nov 16—Jan 5  

Bingemans Gift of 

lights (Kitchener) 

Dec 28-30  Frozen in 

Time festival  

(Collingwood) 

Dec 8—Photography 

and Lightroom work-

shop (Fort York Library 

Toronto) Link 

Dec 8—Toronto  

Glamour Photography  

Workshop with Carmen 

(Toronto)  Link 

Dec 31— 8 places to 

catch New Year's Eve 

Fireworks in GTA   Link 

HHCC Meetings: 

We meet at:  

St. George’s Church Hall, 60 Guelph St., Georgetown 

Issue 9  December 2018 

• CLUB NIGHT—Tuesday December 4th
Guest Speaker: Nathan Hiller (HHCC member)

• Nathan will be presenting a trav-
el log of a trip he and his wife
Jules took to southern Turkey.
The area is rich with ancient his-
tory, spectacular scenery and
beautiful beaches. The presenta-
tion will be a scrapbook of their
adventures exploring the region.

• Nathan’s Flickr page

• The Competitions Committee will also be showing
the entries in the Fall InClub competition.

From the Editor 

A big issue this month. One of the reasons I started the news-

letter and especially the Member Profile, was to find out more 

about my fellow HHCC members. Some of the revelations have 

been amazing. Take this month, Norm Pietila has been a 

technician with Ontario Hydro, a chef and a photographer. 

Forget a career for life. The adventure article this month is 

from Bob Waldon. He and his wife Heather outline their    
adventures through Scotland. An amazing and useful log for 

members considering a trip to the highlands.  

Enjoy the read. 

Dan Harmer 

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/photography-and-lightroom-tickets-52878300420?aff=ebdssbdestsearch
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/toronto-glamour-photography-workshop-with-carmen-tickets-52435568196?aff=ebdssbdestsearch
https://www.toronto.com/whatson-story/7037561-gta-events-planner-8-places-to-catch-new-year-s-eve-fireworks/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/30920813@N03/
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I have always admired individuals who have a talent to be artis-

tically creative. One of my most recent discoveries was a group 

of artists who challenged themselves to create a movie using  

65,000 thousand painted palettes to illustrate the final days in 

the life of Vincent Van Gogh. Oil painting has been a passion of 

mine and a few of my accomplishments from as far back as 

1974 are still with me today.  

In the early 1970’s I graduated as an Electrical Technologist in 

Kirkland Lake, Ontario. My creative claim to fame in my 3rd year 

was coding a computer program to design interior lighting appli-

cations for commercial buildings. Although I was awarded a first 

place prize among all technology departments it was, at the time, very difficult for me to compre-

hend the making of a “software program” many years before the PC was invented. After working 

for 12 years as an Ontario Hydro Technologist, I made a decision to leave the technical world and 

return to school to study Culinary Management. If ever creative flair would exist, the talents of fa-

mous chefs would certainly stir the passion that electricity could not. 

In the mid 1980’s I purchased a Minolta ST Maxxum 35mm film camera which I still own today. I 

just loved the 135mm prime lens I purchased at 

that time. A fellow Chef at the Millcroft Inn in Alton 

was getting married and asked me to do the pho-

tography. With the help of an independent camera 

store in Toronto, I successfully completed a wed-

ding album that was requested by the couple. Dig-

ital camera products started to appear but I was 

very reluctant to purchase one too soon as I be-

lieved much better equipment would be available 

in the years to come. 

In 2001 I accepted a position as Chef/Manager at 

an international family owned pharmaceutical facil-

ity in Burlington. In addition to my daily food production and staff administration, I was challenged 

by their corporate team to provide an upscale executive style luncheon every month for what 

turned out to be the next 10 years.  

Continued on Page 3 

Norm Pietila

Burlington's Gold Mine 
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Profile—Norm Pietila (continued from Page 2)

With my new Sony Alpha 700, I also became the resident photographer and won a first place 

prize for a photo challenge in our facility. Menu creativity was boundless as I had a total “carte 

blanche” in all menu planning and wine selection. It was like handing me a Hasselblad and a 

V.I.P. train trip across the country!

During my tenure at this facility, I met and married my wonderful wife Sandy. I am from Finnish 

background and in my young pre-teen years I studied the accordion. As it fatefully happened, 

Sandy was an accomplished accordion instructor. Over the last 10 years, we have entertained at 

many long term care facilities providing musical pleasure for seniors.  

When these facilities discovered that I loved photography, I 

was asked to set up photo booths (at least 50 to date) at 

multiple events throughout the coming years. My artistic 

skills also came in handy as I painted a half dozen themed 

7ft x 9ft backdrops for these events. I purchased studio 

strobe light equipment and changed to Canon gear with the 

purchase of the original Canon 7d. I also later acquired the 

full frame Canon 6d along with 3 “L” lenses, namely the 16-

35, 24-105 and 70-200. 

One of my mentors is a member of the Latow Photogra-

pher’s Guild in Burlington. Paul Sparrow offered courses not 

only in basic and advanced DSLR but also in Audio/Visual 

presentations. I received instruction using the software 

Continued on Page 4 

Brianne workshop HHCC 

ProShow Gold and became an avid enthusiast in slide show 

presentations. I soon realized that a photograph could be 

much more than a two dimensional image. Story telling with ‘emotion’ could be produced using 

embedded music, slide transitions and special Photoshop effects. A pride and joy project of mine 

happened 3 years ago when I photographed a custom home being built for a doctor in Milton. 

From more than 1200 images taken in a 1 year period during its construction, I created a 21    
minute slide show with embedded music from a Mozart Trio Concerto. The builder purchased a 

copy to give to the homeowner after completion. 

I have been a member of HHCC for three years and this experience has been invaluable in many 

aspects of my photography. Someone once told me that you haven’t grasped the real art of taking 

pictures until you have shot 10,000 images. With a few credits to my name, I think I might have 

reached that level. Currently my favourite photography pastimes are in macro photography,    
creative compositions and my always enjoyable experience photographing seniors. 
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Profile—Norm Pietila (continued from Page 3)

My profile image is one from a commercial shoot I was asked to do by Cycling Canada and Lexus 

Canada to promote their new partnership just prior to the 2016 summer olympics in Rio. The 

shoot was at the Milton Velodrome on a bright, lightly overcast day. The participants were execu-

tives from both Cycling Canada, Lexus Canada and a number of athletes in cycling gear. I used 

my Canon 6d and lens 24-105, shot at 32mm with settings of 1/160 second, F/7.1 and iso 100. 

The sky was bright and washed out so I used Photoshop to make a selection mask of the fore-

ground and replaced the sky with one of a pale blue colour and light clouds. There were several 

light towers in the background that were a distraction, so they were removed for the resulting  

image. 

I feel blessed to enjoy the art of photography in my retirement years. I look forward every day to 

all the wonders the eye and the lens can see. 

np 
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Images by Norm Pietila 
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Stocking Stuffers  

for Photographers 

National Geographic 

Traveller Magazine 

Subscription $18cdn 

 for 6 issues (1yr) 

Website 

Worldwide All in One Universal AC Plug  

Adapter for US EU UK AUS Europe  $28  Amazon 

Altura Photo Thick Protective Neoprene Pouch Set  for DSLR Camera 

Lens (4 pack)  $18  Amazon 

OP/TECH USA 9001132 Rain sleeve 

18” Original, 2-Pack (Clear) 

$8   Amazon 

Photography Prism with Cleaning Pouch and eBook Guide 

$20  Amazon 

Extraordinary Everyday Photography: 

 Awaken your vision… 

by Brenda Tharp, Jed Manwaring 

$24   Indigo 

Equipment C
o

r
n

e
r

 

https://ngtravelersubs.nationalgeographic.com/pubs/NG/NGT/NT9-6-8_NGT-6-12_NGT-NT9-6-12.jsp?cds_page_id=227947&cds_mag_code=NGT&id=1542601277736&lsid=83222219056011465&vid=2&cds_response_key=I8JCR13M0&cmpid=int_org%3Dngp%3A%3Aint_mc%3Dwebsite%3A%3Aint_src%25
https://www.amazon.ca/BabyUnion-Worldwide-Universal-Converter-International/dp/B07GKSYKJQ/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=1542601396&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=universal+travel+adapter&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Altura-Photo-Protective-Neoprene-Panasonic/dp/B00MJ3RC8E/ref=sr_1_1?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1542601749&sr=1-1&keywords=Altura+Photo+Thick+Protective+Neoprene+Pouch
https://www.amazon.ca/TECH-USA-Rainsleeve-18-Inch-2-Pack-Clear/dp/B000PTFDYO/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542602249&sr=8-1&keywords=OP%2FTECH+USA+9001132+Rainsleeve
https://www.amazon.ca/Photography-Cleaning-Triangular-Teaching-Spectrum/dp/B075PJX5M8/ref=sr_1_7?ie=UTF8&qid=1542602428&sr=8-7&keywords=photography
https://www.chapters.indigo.ca/en-ca/books/extraordinary-everyday-photography-awaken-your/9780817435936-item.html?ikwid=photography&ikwsec=Home&ikwidx=17
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Photographer’s Adventure 

by Bob Waldon 

“Highlands and Islands” 

Scotland’s “North Coast 500” and Orkney Islands 

In July 2018, my wife Heather, son Michael and I, set off 

for two weeks in the Scottish Highlands and Orkney. The 

main reason and motivation for the trip was to attend the 

“Clan MacLeod Parliament” (her family), held every four 

years in Dunvegan, Isle of Skye, the 600 plus year old 

seat of the Chief of the MacLeods. Once in a lifetime, a 

trip comes along that is absolutely unforgettable, but  

maybe not for the reasons you first imagine.  

This is our mostly, “tongue in cheek”,  story! 

Ah, there is a place! 

Aye, a v-e-r-y beautiful place! A place full of history, with the reminders of ancient civilizations at 

every turn, friendly people, adventure, great food, legendary libations and incredibly stunning scen-

ery…and sheep, lots and lots of sheep! 

But, misfortune awaits the wayward traveler,  and especially the photographer, who is unprepared 

for the challenges that lie in 

wait! 

In short, this is a cautionary 

tale, lads and lassies, more so 

than a “travel story”. The wise 

traveler to Highlands and   
Orkney will become familiar 

with the terms and phrases       
explained here, but more    
importantly, they will learn to 

“navigate them” (ahem), as ye 

shall surely see.  

Take heed, and follow along! 

Continued on Page 8 

Glen Shiel, en route to Skye 

Plockton, Wester Ross 
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Photographer’s Adventure by Bob Waldon (Continued from Page 7) 

“No finer [insert, appropriate landform, castle, garden, village, natural feature, etc. 

here] in the Highlands!” 

It’s actually true! While almost every guidebook, tourism website and B&B operator promises a “no 

finer” something in their area, it is pretty hard to argue once you get to “it”. 

The North Coast 500 traverses some of 

the most stunning and varied scenery  
anyone could ask for, especially 

photographers.  

Majestic glens haunted by the ghosts of, 

often, tragic or violent history, clear-

flowing rivers, tumbling waterfalls and in-

spiring coastal vistas from rocky cliffs to 

sandy beaches with turquoise water.  

There are sub-tropical gardens, incredible 

geological landforms, Munros to be 

“bagged” (mountains to climb), ancient castles and historic villages, all just outside your car win-

dow. Two particularly helpful guides I recommend to help you tune in to these opportunities are: 

Rick Steeves, Scotland (2nd ed.), Avalon Travel Books, 2018 

Lonely Planet, Scotland’s Highlands and Islands (3rd ed.), Lonely Planet, 2018 

Orkney is no less spectacular, but 

in its own way. Vast rolling, treeless 

landscapes are dotted with castle 

ruins and peaceful villages, naval 

installations from both world wars 

and the stormy North Atlantic never 

far away. Even the ferry trip to and 

from Orkney promises delights such 

as Orca and whale sightings, 

coastal grandeur and mysterious 

fog shrouded islands. 

Ceannabienne Beach, North Coast, Easter Ross 

Continued on Page 9 
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Photographer’s Adventure by Bob Waldon (Continued from Page 8) 

Orkney holds an incredible array of Neolithic archaeological sites including standing stones that  
rival, if not better Stonehenge.  

If archaeology is your interest, you can visit an 

active site, Maes Howe, and watch the “action” 

as artifacts are unearthed and cleaned, or view 

the whole operation from a stadium styled plat-

form. True, things happen at their own pace on 

an archaeological dig, but after all, it took 5,000 

years to find this stuff, so, what’s the hurry? 

Not feelin’ your inner Indiana Jones and prefer 

something a little less “hands on”? Join the 

tourists at one of the excellently presented sites 

such as the Ness of Brodgar or at Skara Brae, 

where the North Atlantic storms revealed an 

entire Neolithic village site, now expertly recon-

structed with guides and interpretive walks. 

Standing Stones of Stennes 

Skara Brae, Mainland, Orkney 

Continued on Page 10 
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Photographer’s Adventure by Bob Waldon (Continued from Page 9) 

Whether driving the North Coast or travelling across Orkney, at 

almost every turn in the road, there is, literally, a “no finer” vil-

lage, castle or vista just begging you to capture it as a stunning 

image. “So Bob…” (ye ask), “…where are all those stun-

ning images to illustrate this tale?” Well, read on and learn 

these local phrases, wise traveler! 

“Passing Place!!!” 

I believe the guiding principles of Scottish highway 

engineering and design must be, efficiency and driv-

er competence! I can just hear the chief engineer 

exclaiming in full Scottish brogue,  “A vehicle can 

only occupy one lane of pavement at a time, so 

there’s certainly no need to go to the expense of 

paving two! “ 

Passing oncoming traffic? No problem! There are passing places at “frequent” intervals, usually 

around a sharp corner, tucked into the adjacent (lush) vegetation, or, terrifyingly perched atop a 

cliff (where certain death awaits on one wrong move). Fear not! The “passing place protocol” is well 

publicized by the Scottish government and tourist boards. The first car to reach said passing place, 

courteously pulls over to allow oncoming vehicles their right of passage. There is a logical exception 

for vehicles driving uphill, which all drivers know, have the right of way. 

All drivers carefully observe the passing place protocol; all drivers except, it seems, for two types: 

(a) tourists who apparently did not read the “passing place protocol” and, (b) campervans sized well

beyond roadway capacity and too large and fast to argue with. The probability of encountering a 

“type (a)” or “type (b)” is, also, directly proportional to the steepness of your uphill grade and tow-

ering height of the roadside cliff. Trust me, it is not easy backing your right-hand drive, too wide 

“luxury upgrade” rental 50 yards down a winding grade with certain death inches from your wheels. 

The wise traveler knows this is the moment their already jittery “navigator” (not sayin’ exactly who 

she was) should be deemed “no longer fit for duty”, without a stop at the next café for a glass of 

wine, a sweet and a, “There, there! I’m sure it will be better further on dear!”  

Skara Brae, Mainland, Orkney 

Continued on Page 11 
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Photographer’s Adventure by Bob Waldon (Continued from Page 10) 

The wise traveler knows: If the rental agency offers you a “luxury upgrade”, refuse it! Take the 

Mini!  

“So, where are all those pictures from your trip?” 

The wise traveler (photographer) knows to expect opportunities for stunning images at virtually 

every mile along their way in the Highlands and Orkney!  

But once again, it seems that Scottish Highway engineers had other ideas: “Aye, it’s expensive to 

haul asphalt up and down such long and winding routes, so let’s narrow those lanes to exactly fit 

the wheelbase of [most early 20th century] vehicles! Aye, after all, the responsible driver always 

maintains full attention [read, “terror driven intensity”] to skillfully steer [i.e. “vice-like kung-fu 

death grip on the wheel”] their vehicle safely within the confines of the pavement!” No need for 

shoulders to pull off onto.” [Correct, the army of “tyre”-eating potholes will get you first! Recovery 

driver: “It happens here all the time sir.” Rental agency: “Shoulda’ taken the full insurance then 

now, shouldn’t you.”]  

Compound this with the woefully inadequate travel time estimates from our friends at Google, 

(Driver: “Look at that! Stunning! I need a picture.” Navigator: “The B&B locks the door at 8:00, we 

haven’t eaten yet, I need a bathroom and… here comes another campervan! Passing plaaaace!!”).  

The wise traveler soon realizes there’s “no stoppin’ for shutter poppin”, my friend!  Our advice to 

photographers? Next time…take the bus, or the train, a Vespa or even a bicycle! 

Better yet, why not walk? There are thousands of kilometers of trails to meet every ability and inter-

est, as well as hundreds of Munros to bag! Many web sites and the Scottish Tourist Board do a 

great job of mapping them out and providing the information you need to get on with it. This one 

was particularly good: www.walkinghighlands.co.uk - Maps, descriptions and ratings for hundreds of 

trails by region, all within the Highlands. 

Continued on Page 12 

http://www.walkinghighlands.co.uk
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Photographer’s Adventure by Bob Waldon (Continued from Page 11) 

What’s your best strategy for the Scottish 

Highlands and Orkney? 

First off, don’t let this cheeky travel tale deter 

you, JUST GO! Second, do your homework and 

pick an area that speaks to you. “Stay local”, and 

here’s why. 

Our second week in the Highlands was spent at 

“MacLeod Parliament” in Dunvegan, Isle of Skye, 

where the Clan motto is “Hold Fast!” (Yes, they 

do actually have tug-o-war at Parliament! It’s a 

much better way to settle matters than what we 

call parliamentary debate!) 

This gave us a chance to slow down, experience Scotland from the Scot’s view and get to know the 

Isle of Skye. What’s to know? Just Google images for the stunning Neist Point, majestic Diurnish 

and Trotternish Peninsulas, the incredible Old 

Man of Stoer, moody and tragic Trumpan Chapel 

or the Skye Museum of Island Life (pictured below) 

where the hardscrabble life of Crofters before the 

Clearances are brought to life. As with virtually all of 

the regions in the Highlands, you could spend weeks 

on Skye and not cover all that it has to offer. 

Renting a cottage is a great option and hospitality is a 

Scottish tradition. We chose a croft style, but modern 

one in Harlosh, just outside Dunvegan. 

Our gracious host (Who left the door 

unlocked for us but who we never saw, 

once!) did not overlook a single detail 

towards our needs and comfort. Hospi-

tality began with the welcome basket of 

goodies, a fridge stocked with food es-

sentials, (no haggis, but there WAS 

wine), coffee and a supply of split logs 

for the wood stove. 

A walk along Lock Torridon 

Continued on Page 13 

MacLeods of Rasaay, winning the debate! 
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Photographer’s Adventure by Bob Waldon (Continued from Page 12) 

The wonderful views of the two “MacLeod’s Tables” (the higher “North” shown) from the front 

patio of our cottage … 

…were only matched by the views of the brooding 

“Black Cuillins” from our back deck!  

There is not enough space here, to offer up all 

of the “wise traveler terms and phrases” that 

you will need to fully prepare for your trip to 

the Scottish Highlands and Orkney.  

Suffice it to say, though, don’t be surprised when you encounter these ones. 

“Why no, they’re midges. Did ye not pack netting and repellant?” 

(History lesson? The Highland Clearances can’t have been the only reason so many Scots migrated 

to Canada!) 

“Yes, it is. The Full Scottish Breakfast always includes black pudding. Yes, sir, it is made from that…

and it’s very delicious. Did ye try it, yet?” 

(Suggestion: Humour the host!) 

Should we have…“A wee dram?”,or, “A wee something?”  

(Hint: YES, you should! Maybe two!) 

“It’s lovely here in May and June!” 

(Translation: When the Island’s not crawling with tourists!) 

“It happens all the time, sir. It happens aaaall the tyme!” 

(Translation, too painful to repeat! See above!) 

What should these important phrases mean to the wise traveler? You’ll just 

have to go to the Scottish Highlands and Orkney to find out for yourself. You  

won’t be disappointed! 

So until next time…Oh! Oh! Watch out! Passing Plaaaace!!! 

Bob Waldon 

“Healabhal Mhor”, MacLeod’s Table North, 

Black Cuillin Range, Isle of Skye 
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Modernist Cuisine by Nathan Myhrvold 

A present for the food loving, photographer in the family. 

Nathan Myhrvold, founder of The Cooking Lab, lead author of Modernist Cuisine: The Art 

and Science of Cooking and Modernist Cuisine at Home and author of The Photog-

raphy of Modernist Cuisine, has had a passion for science, cooking, and photography since he 

was a boy. By the age of 13, Nathan had already cooked the family Thanksgiving feast and 

transformed the household bathroom into a darkroom.  Amazon.ca     Website 

https://www.amazon.ca/Modernist-Cuisine-Art-Science-Cooking/dp/0982761007/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1542557949&sr=8-2&keywords=modernist+cuisine
https://modernistcuisine.com/
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10 Lightroom Tips Every Photographer Should Know 
by Photos In Color  

#1. Auto tone in Lightroom 

The auto tone section Lightroom gives you is a really good start to your editing 

process in Lightroom. You don’t have to accept the results — just reset after but use it as a 

guide. 

#2. Angle tool in the Lightroom 

Inside the top tool, there is a little thing called the Angle Tool. Essentially it’s a line that you can 

draw along the horizon on any straight line and your image will be horizontally or vertically 

aligned. 

#3. Crop overlays 

When you are cropping, you don’t just have to have the simple grid as a guide. You can cycle 

through multiple overlays by using the ‘o’ key. It’s that simple. Press shift + o and you can rotate 

the overlays too. 

#4. Add focus using the Lightroom radial brush 

This one is pretty amazing. Just use the Lightroom radial bush and turn the sharpness down to 

100 — this actually blurs the photo. Then paint out what you want to stay sharp. Duplicate the 

effect to make it more visible. 

#5. Reset specifics 

Simply double click on the name of any slider and it resets it to 0. This is a really quick way to  
reset things easily. You can also turn whole sections off by using the toggle to the left of the 

module title. 

#6. Quick before and after using \ 

Let’s make this a short one. Just hit backslash \ to turn off your edits and hit it again to turn them 

back on. This doesn’t change or erase the edits — it only hides them. 

#7. Luminance 

One of the most powerful features. This looks at the lightness or reflective to light a certain color 

range is. By using this tool you can easy effect trials of an image that contains certain colors. 

Skies, trees, and skin tones LOVE this tool. 

#8. How to draw straight lines in Lightroom Classic 

Yes, its true: Lightroom CC Classic allows you to draw perfectly straight lines. Just hold shift when 

drawing in any of the local adjustment tools and click again and you’re done. A perfect line      
between the two points. Keep holding and clicking and the lines continue to be joined. 

   Continued on Page 16 
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10 Lightroom Tips Every Photographer Should Know 
by Photos In Color   (Continued from Page 15) 

#9. How to use Lightroom Virtual copies for speed 

Create multiple copies of the same image without duplicating it on your hard drive. That means 
more variations and without wasting more space. great for delivering multiple edits of the same  
image. 

#10. Use Lights out (L) 

Give yourself more focus when you are editing by using lights out mode in Lightroom. Just hit ‘L’ 
and the everything but the photos go dark. It’s an amazing little trick to get rid of clutter in an  
instant. 

Video Link 

Halton Hills Camera Club 2018/19 Executive 

President - Paul Skeels 

Vice President - Mike Kenny 

Secretary- Anne Fraser 

Treasurer- Diane Gardisch 

Member at Large - Jamie Marchant 

Program committee: 

Paul Skeels     Nathan Hiller    Barb Redford   

Membership committee:  John Whitton   Eugene Gibas 

Competitions Chair - Marilyn Pelletier 

PhotoArt Chair - Sheri Binsell 

The HHCC Newsletter is looking for original travel articles from members. If you have travelled 

just down the road or around the world, consider sharing your experiences with the club mem-

bers.  Contact Dan Harmer at harmerd@gmail.com if you have an idea about an article.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=i4oxIPnvy2M



